


Xanser Corporation (NYSE: XNR) provides technology-based and technical services

worldwide.  Headquartered in Dallas, Texas, Xanser Corporation’s operations consist of

an information technology services company and an international technical services

firm.  Furmanite Worldwide, one of the world’s largest specialty technical services

companies, delivers a broad portfolio of engineering solutions that keep facilities

operating, minimizing downtime and maximizing profitability.  Furmanite’s diverse,

global customer base includes offshore and land-based drilling operations, pipelines,

refineries and power generation facilities, steel mills, automotive manufacturers, pulp

and paper mills, food and beverage processing plants, semi-conductor manufacturers

and pharmaceutical manufacturers.  Furmanite operates more than 40 offices on five

continents.  Xtria, a knowledge management services company, serves niche, high-

growth, technology-based markets.  Xtria’s portfolio consists of extensive industry

knowledge and technology in the healthcare, financial and insurance, government, and

commercial sectors.  The company’s knowledge management focus serves customers in

the transformation of day-to-day business data and information to valuable knowledge

that accelerates performance and competitive advantage.  Xanser Corporation was

formerly named Kaneb Services, Inc.  For more information, visit www.xanser.com.



WE HAVE A 

CLEAR VISION

FOR THE

FUTURE 

OF XANSER 

CORPORATION

Our vision for the future is based on sound

strategy, strong people and superior capabilities.

Our goal is to build a significant enterprise that

delivers knowledge and solutions to a global

marketplace.  Fundamental to our future are the

qualities we are known for today: our ability,

proven time and again, to deliver unique

technologies and unprecedented solutions to 

our customers – solutions that revolutionize their

operations and their industries.  The following

pages of this report offer you just a few highlights

of how we are putting our strategy, our people

and our capabilities to work.

Xanser Corporation was formed from the

information technology and technical services

operating subsidiaries of the former Kaneb Services

(then KAB on the New York Stock Exchange), at the

same time that Kaneb Services distributed its

pipeline, terminaling and petroleum product

marketing businesses to its shareholders.  These were

significant changes – with significant and positive

value created for our shareholders as a result.

Our ticker symbol changed from KAB to XNR on

July 2, 2001.  And while many of the one to five

year historical views you see published or online

will continue to compare XNR to the old KAB

shares, we look at XNR as a new entity that will

have its first full year of operations this year.  

We are dedicated to the task of building Xanser

Corporation from what today is a relatively small

company into a significant enterprise.  Our

fundamental financial strength allows us to make

these investments in growth as we go.  The money

we are spending to achieve this growth is being

charged against earnings today.  This is a

Continued, page 8
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XNR
$2.25

KSL
$4.88

$7.13

On the distribution date of June 29, 2001, the
combined share price of Kaneb Services LLC
(KSL) and Xanser Corporation (XNR) was
$7.13. This chart shows the values assigned
to KSL and XNR on that date.



Xtria is proving the value of knowledge management solutions for healthcare. This is evidenced

by Xtria’s major contracts with the world-renowned Lahey Clinic in Burlington, MA and the

Los Angeles Department of Health Services to design and implement a Picture Archiving and

Communication System (PACS), and integrate it with radiology and hospital information

systems to deliver diagnostic imaging, patient and administrative information directly to staff

workstations. 

“Xtria’s implementation of these state of the art digital medicine solutions will substantially

enhance patient care by providing real-time access to diagnostic images and patient

information throughout complex facilities and to remote locations.  In addition to improving

workflow and capacity, the overall administration and management of radiology and patient

services will be significantly enhanced,” said Arthur Chavoya, Xtria’s CEO.

According to Roger Davis, executive vice president of Xtria Healthcare, “These contracts are prime

examples of large healthcare organizations that can achieve cost savings, operating efficiencies and

improved patient care through the implementation of knowledge management systems.”

Los Angeles DHS ranks as the

nation’s second largest public

healthcare system, comprised of 

45 facilities serving a population 

of more than 9.2 million.  Of these,

some 2.6 million are uninsured

patients and another 1.7 million 

are MediCal/Medicaid recipients. 

LA County DHS facilities produce

approximately 2.5 million radiology

procedures each year.

The Lahey Clinic is acknowledged as one of the world’s leading

healthcare resources, and has long been on the leading edge of

innovation in the delivery of healthcare services.  “As healthcare

professionals, patient care is our number one concern,” said 

Dr. Anna Chacko, head of Lahey Clinic’s department of radiology.

“Our strategy is to invest in technology that will enable change, to

build a culture that will embrace change, and to improve the

XANSER
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DELIVERING KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS FOR HEALTHCARE
DIGITAL DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING SYSTEMS FOR LAHEY CLINIC / LA COUNTY
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Furmanite has launched a new business unit, SentriNet

Systems, to deliver services and systems that protect customers’

critical assets and assure continuous operations. 

At its inception, SentriNet Systems is the exclusive provider of

BattGuard™ — a remote monitoring technology that will keep critical

power environments up and running in the case of direct power outages.

This is a crucial technology for hospitals, telecommunications providers,

large data centers, or any facility that requires a continual, uninterrupted

power supply. 

“Combining the BattGuard technology with our global field organization to deliver turn-key solutions is consistent with

Furmanite’s strategy to provide technology that keeps our customers’ critical assets online and fully operational at all times,”

said Jeff Chick, CEO of Furmanite. “We will provide SentriNet’s unique solutions to our existing customer base, as well as

introduce them to new industry sectors.”

Furmanite’s SentriNet Systems is 

the exclusive provider of BattGuard

through a strategic relationship

between Furmanite and Graviton,

Inc., a data acquisition and

management firm in La Jolla,

California.  SentriNet Systems 

and BattGuard provide customers

with online, real-time assurance

through wireless sensors and a 

Web-based, 24 x 7 monitoring

software application.

“The need for a reliable power

source is crucial,” said Louis Russo,

a senior executive in Furmanite’s

U.S. operations. “There are more

than 400 million back up,

industrial, stationary batteries

around the world that 

can benefit from BattGuard.”

Furmanite serves a worldwide customer base that includes
petroleum refineries, chemical plants, offshore energy production

platforms, steel mills, nuclear and conventional power stations,
pulp and paper mills, food and beverage processing plants and

other flow-process facilities in more than 25 countries.

efficiency and effectiveness of Lahey Clinic’s radiology service.  With Xtria

Healthcare, we are able to achieve faster access to knowledge by getting more

information, from more sources, delivered directly to staff workstations.”

Xtria is designing, implementing, integrating and supporting a complete

digital-imaging and telemedicine solution for the Lahey Clinic, including a

PACS.  Xtria Healthcare will integrate PACS with Lahey Clinic’s Radiology

Information System (RIS) and Hospital Information System (HIS) to present

digital radiology images, administrative and patient information directly to

staff workstations. 

“Xtria’s deployment of this integrated communication network will enable

physicians to share studies and results electronically, and digital-imaging

technologies will increase the throughput of imaging studies by 200 to 300

percent,” said Rob Richardson, vice president, Xtria Healthcare.  “In addition,

the system will greatly reduce the costs associated with traditional, film-based

radiology imaging, which requires processing, storing and distributing images

in film libraries.”

SERVING CRITICAL POWER ENVIRONMENTS

S E N T R I N E T S Y S T E M S



HIPAA is the revolutionary reform of the insurance market and

healthcare administrative processes that promises to ensure

patients’ privacy and security. 

Congress passed the Health Insurance

Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of

1996, requiring the U.S. Department of

Health and Human Services (DHHS) to

adopt national, uniform standards

for electronic data interchange,

codes used to document reasons

that patients are seen, identifiers

used to code various organizational

functions, as well as security and privacy

standards.  Healthcare organizations, facilities and

healthcare insurers are mandated to achieve full compliance

with the HIPAA standard by October 2003.

Xtria’s HIPAA product development reflects the company’s

“customer centric approach” and knowledge management

focus. According to Steve Carpenter, COO of Xtria, “Many

healthcare organizations did not anticipate or necessarily

understand the sweeping operational changes required to

achieve compliance.  We approached our product development

from the customer’s perspective – what they need, what works

best in their day-to-day operating environments, and how to

expedite compliance without overburdening the

organization financially. The result is a powerful, cost-

effective toolkit that distills the essential knowledge that

needs to be shared across the enterprise about HIPAA

D E L I V E R I N G  T H E  H E A L T H C A R E  T O O L K I T F O R  PA T I E N T  

DELIVERING HIGH-TECH SOLUTIONS 
FOR HIGH-TECH EQUIPMENT
FURMANITE’S CUSTOMIZED MACHINING TOOL FOR TORNADO JETS
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S E C U R I T Y  A N D  P R I V A C Y X-HIPAA
standards, new processes and procedures – and that trains the

organization to achieve compliance.”

Xtria Healthcare experts organized the HIPAA regulations into

their simplest elements to create a highly accurate, easy-to-use

assessment tool.  They backed it with an educational tool that

healthcare organizations use to train and empower employees

in the HIPAA revolution. X-HIPAA is a Web-based product suite.

Its X-Assessment module supports HIPAA readiness self-

assessment by every organizational unit in a healthcare system,

and then automatically processes real-time reports that

identify deficiencies in the current system. The final

assessment is translated directly into educational presentations

and testing tools in the X-Training module. 

“Many healthcare organizations

initially resisted implementation

because of the expected financial

burden,” said Roger Davis of Xtria

Healthcare. “In fact, according 

to the Blue Cross Blue Shield

Association, HIPAA compliance will

cost U.S. hospitals alone as much as

$43 billion over the next five years.

That’s just one part of the financial equation.  The cost of non-

compliance is also very high, including substantial fines,

imprisonment or both.  With X-HIPAA, healthcare facilities,

systems and organizations can save substantial money and time

as they work to achieve HIPAA compliance.”

A new machine for Tornado jet fighters is causing a whirlwind of excitement.

This unique device, manufactured by Furmanite and designed in partnership with BAE SYSTEMS, was introduced last year

following its successful on-site trial with the German air force. 

Until the introduction of Furmanite’s unique solution, routine maintenance on the taileron bearings could ground an aircraft 

for up to three months.  Furmanite’s machining device carries out the same repair, but accomplishes it in less than a week

and on-site in a hangar.

“With more than 1,000 Tornado aircraft in use around the world, the opportunities for use of this machine are considerable,”

said Ivor Roberts, a senior executive in Furmanite’s U.K. operations. “Just as important, this device is a key example of

Furmanite’s outstanding capabilities to design, develop and implement unique solutions that meet unique customer needs.

We have earned a worldwide reputation for ‘doing the impossible’ and doing it well.”  

Accurate to within +/- 0.005mm (ten microns, 1 micron being 1/75th of a human hair width), the device achieves the

essential smooth surface finish. Lightweight and portable, the device is air-powered. Using an electric probe, it measures the

critical bearing diameter throughout the machine operation. The machining operation can be carried out within days, providing

significant cost savings to the aircraft operator. 

Furmanite’s solution was nominated for a BAE SYSTEMS’ Chairman’s Award for Innovation. BAE SYSTEMS’ David Gillett

commented:  “We called in Furmanite on a recommendation, based on their expertise in this area.  We gave them a very

difficult problem to solve, requiring very specific and accurate results, and they solved it.” 
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space shuttle to launch as planned.  They have designed and installed

leak sealing solutions in more than 1,600 feet of water in the North

Sea.  They represent Furmanite’s unique capability to create customized

solutions for situations others have termed ‘impossible.’”

One impossible mission met by Furmanite last year was the application

of advanced carbon fiber technology to on-site leak sealing and repair

for the petroleum and power industries.  Through the “FD Alliance,” a

collaboration of Furmanite and DML Composites, Furmanite’s full range

of on-call, on-site, online repair and maintenance services are coupled

with DML’s leading edge expertise in composite materials technology.

In the complex, high-pressure environment of power plants, petroleum

refineries, onshore, offshore and subsea drilling platforms, Furmanite 

is applying advanced technologies using materials that include carbon

fiber and epoxy resin to accomplish repairs that are strong (up to 10

times as strong as steel), lightweight (75% lower density than steel) 

and impervious to corrosion.  And, unlike traditional methods that may

require up to a week’s time, composite materials can be applied and

the solution completed in as little as four to five hours.  This first-of-

class technological solution has already been successfully deployed 

for major oil corporations in the U.K. and North Sea.

Year after year, customers around the world have

turned to Furmanite to devise a unique solution for a

previously unsolvable problem.  And year after year,

Furmanite has delivered.  This extraordinary talent

pool is now a global SWAT team called Furmanite

Engineered Solutions.

“This is the same group of superb engineers who

have solved the impossible for customers, time and

again,” said Tony Nicholls, who heads business

development for Furmanite in the U.K. “They were

called in to engineer solutions that allowed the

NO MISSION 
TOO IMPOSSIBLE
FURMANITE’S ENGINEERED
SOLUTIONS GROUP

Following the tragic events of September 11, 2001, Xtria was chosen by the U.S. Army National Guard to demonstrate its

Lan2Go™ and how that technology can aid in the prevention of and response to future terrorist attacks. 

“We were looking for an effective and efficient technology what we can use right now,” said Hank Kaylor, program manager 

for Homeland Security IT with the National Guard Bureau.  “With Xtria’s Lan2Go, we don’t have to waste time waiting for

development and testing.”

In conjunction with the Domestic Emergency Response Information Service (DERIS) Team, Xtria demonstrated the capabilities 

of its Lan2Go wireless, local area network in a scenario that assumed a series of

coordinated terrorist acts occurring in a single day. The technology supports improved

reaction time and enhanced decision making by the emergency response community

in the event of coordinated terrorist attacks.

“This application is a perfect fit for Lan2Go,” said Robert Gac, executive vice president

for Xtria Government Systems.  “This wireless machine can be up, running and transmitting

crucial information across the nation in less than 15 minutes. Lan2G0 is designed for a broad
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Federal and State health, education and social services

agencies look to Xtria for an array of knowledge management

services and solutions.  Just two contracts awarded last year

by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

(DHHS) speak to Xtria’s unique combination of technology

capabilities and programmatic knowledge. Xtria was awarded

a contract by the DHHS Division of State Systems to develop

software and implement training for application engineering

and design.  Xtria was also selected by the DHHS Head Start

Bureau to synthesize research findings and design a national

platform for information dissemination. 

“Xtria’s ongoing relationships with agencies of the U.S.

DHHS speak to the merits of our unique solutions and our

proven expertise,” said Helena Wallin-Miller, senior project

manager for Xtria’s Government Systems group. 

spectrum of enterprise environments – from emergency services to telemedicine and

educational campuses – that require a rapidly installable secure network solution.”

The DERIS scenario envisioned a series of incidents, beginning with an “explosion” of a rail

car containing chlorine gas in Chicago followed by a “lead” to a specific and credible threat

that further attacks would occur along the California coast. 

“After the scenario’s first ‘explosion,’ Xtria used the Lan2Go to successfully transmit data from

San Diego, CA, to Arlington, VA,” said Gac.  “The information was captured from a hand-held

device, transmitted to the Lan2Go and then broadcast to the command center across the

country, contributing in the coordinated, educated and effective response of participating law

enforcement groups.” 

The law enforcement and emergency management teams in Chicago, San Diego and Los

Angeles, along with the California National Guard and Navy Region Southwest, were active

and in communication during the demonstration.  The demonstration was held in direct

response to goals identified by the Office of Homeland Security for the development of

effective prevention and response strategies to terrorist attacks.  “As a result of Xtria’s

successful distribution of mission-critical information, participating groups were able to

effectively contain the situation,” said Kaylor.  
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SOLUTIONS FOR

EDUCATION &
SOCIAL SERVICES  

SERVING THE

FINANCIAL
INSURANCE

INDUSTRIES

&
Through automation, information

management and service, Xtria’s

Financial and Insurance group

serves lending institutions and

insurance companies across the

U.S.  Xtria’s unique business logic,

refined over twenty-five years by

our systems experts, is embedded

in the applications and enables

clients to proactively identify and evaluate insurance

compliance risks and mitigate exposure.

“Xtria’s  financial solutions are used to monitor more than 

3.5 million loans, in 37 states, by more than 1,300 financial

institutions, insurance companies and Managing General

Agents,” said Catherine Wieczorek, vice president of Xtria’s

Financial and Insurance group. 

Xtria automates document control and prevents exposure due

to missing, expired or improper loan documentation.

Sensitive documents such as UCC-1s, hazard insurance, title

insurance, tax receipts, financial statements, cash flow reports,

letters of credit, stock values and CDs can be regularly reviewed

and tracked for renewal to prevent a lending institution from

losing a secured position in the loan.
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conscious and prudent decision – to focus resources in

order to build this enterprise and deliver substantial

long-term growth for our shareholders.  

In information technology, we have consolidated five

information technology subsidiaries into one focused

organization under a new name, Xtria.  We are

integrating and expanding the competencies and

capabilities of our information technology services.  

We see proof of Xtria’s capabilities and strategy in the

recent acquisition of significant new contracts with

premiere healthcare organizations and in its development

and introduction of a web-based product that assists

healthcare organizations in meeting standards mandated

by HIPAA for privacy and security.

In our technical services business, Furmanite, our focus

is to grow through new technologies and new services,

both for our worldwide base of customers and for new

industry sectors.  We are maximizing the value of our

core technical services business as we develop these new

market opportunities.  Our recent successes in the design

and deployment of unique technologies to solve

customer problems are evidence of our well-deserved

global reputation as the leading brand in our industry

and the resource for achieving the impossible.  

Around the world, in 25 countries, with an expert

workforce 1,200 strong, we are executing a global strategy

that will drive significant growth for a technology-based

enterprise that delivers knowledge and solutions to our

customers.  Our vision is clear and the future holds great

promise for Xanser Corporation.

John R. Barnes
Chairman of the Board, President
and Chief Executive Officer

April 25, 2002
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